As an important and challenging problem in computer vision, zero-shot learning (ZSL) aims at automatically recognizing the instances from unseen object classes without training data. To address this problem, ZSL is usually carried out in the following two aspects: 1) capturing the domain distribution connections between seen classes data and unseen classes data and 2) modeling the semantic interactions between the image feature space and the label embedding space. Motivated by these observations, we propose a bidirectional mapping-based semantic relationship modeling scheme that seeks for cross-modal knowledge transfer by simultaneously projecting the image features and label embeddings into a common latent space. Namely, we have a bidirectional connection relationship that takes place from the image feature space to the latent space as well as from the label embedding space to the latent space. To deal with the domain shift problem, we further present a transductive learning approach that formulates the class prediction problem in an iterative refining process, where the object classification capacity is progressively reinforced through bootstrapping-based model updating over highly reliable instances. Experimental results on four benchmark datasets (animal with attribute, Caltech-UCSD Bird2011, aPascal-aYahoo, and SUN) demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed approach against the state-of-the-art approaches.
Z ERO-SHOT learning (ZSL) [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] , [7] , [8] endows the computer vision system with the capability to recognize instances of a new class that has never seen before. A common framework to address this problem is to transfer the knowledge from the seen classes to unseen ones by resorting to a label embedding space where the semantic relatedness between different classes are measured. Commonly used semantic label embeddings include visual attributes [1] , [2] , [14] , [21] and word vectors [2] , [3] , [26] .
In order to achieve the knowledge transfer, existing approaches fall into two main categories. The first one poses the seen classes as the mediators to connect the test instance and the unseen classes. It relies on learning a classification model for seen classes with the labeled instances, which is then used to compute the visual similarities between the test instance and the seen classes. The prediction is implemented by matching the visual similarities and the semantic relatedness between the seen classes and the unseen classes, which is obtained with their label embeddings. In contrast, the approaches in the second category focus on modeling the semantic interactions between different modalities by directly learning a projection function either from the image feature space to the label embedding space [25] , [38] , or from a reverse direction [15] , [22] , and then predict the unseen instances in the label embedding space or image visual space.
A common characteristic of existing ZSL approaches from both categories is that they all critically rely on the predefined label embeddings to compute the semantic relatedness between the seen and unseen classes. However, the noisy and uncertainty of the label embedding make it hard to characterize the semantic information explicitly, which will be blindly forced to the unseen data during the knowledge transfer. Besides, we only have a single sparse label semantic vector for each unseen class, which is insufficient to fully represent the data distribution of the class. Thus, the distribution connections between the seen domain and unseen domain are difficult to capture. Motivated by these observations, we propose a bidirectional mapping-based semantic relationship modeling scheme that seeks for cross-modal knowledge transfer by simultaneously projecting the image features and label embeddings into a common latent space. In specific, the bidirectional connection relationship is formulated into a general dictionary framework, in which a common latent space is learned for preserving the semantic relatedness between different modalities. By projecting the label embeddings to the latent space where the Fig. 1 . Illustration of our proposed model with attributes. In the training stage, the visual image features and the class attribute features are jointly embedded in the latent space, where the compatibility scores between different domains are obtained. In the testing stage, the previous predicted results are obtained with the learned dictionary matrix D s from the seen domain and the compatibility matrix V, and the predicted results are updated in an iterative refining process. At each iteration, the prototypes of the unseen classes are fixed in the latent space, and the unseen instances with high compatibility scores are selected for retraining a more powerful dictionary model D t for unseen classes. u is the number of iteration. embedding semantics are more suitably aligned, the influence of semantic gap across different modalities alleviates.
As the seen classes and unseen classes are different and potentially unrelated, the projection function learned from the seen domain is usually biased on the unseen domain. To address this domain shift issue, many approaches focus on learning a more general projection function to bridge the semantic relationships between the image feature space and the label embedding space under a transductive setting [22] , [34] , [39] , [42] . The transductive setting means that the unlabeled unseen instances are used to improve the generalization accuracy.
However, many existing transductive approaches for ZSL treat all unlabeled data equally, which makes the learned models difficult to relate the seen domain to the unseen domain. Based on this motivation, we further present a transductive learning approach that treats the unlabeled unseen instances in different levels by assessing their reliability and discriminability. Specifically, it formulates the class prediction problem in an iterative refining process, in which each iteration alternates between two paradigms, learning-to-predict and predicting-tolearn. In the learning-to-predict paradigm, the prediction is conducted on the unseen data with the current learned model to select reliable instances for the subsequent learning process; In the predicting-to-learn paradigm, the model is retrained with the feedback reliable instances for the next prediction. In this way, the object classification capacity is progressively reinforced through bootstrapping-based model updating over highly reliable instances.
The flowchart of the proposed transductive ZSL approach is illustrated in Fig. 1 . In conclusion, the main contributions of this paper are twofold. 1) To achieve the knowledge transfer from the seen classes data to the unseen classes data, we propose a general dictionary model to simultaneously project the image features and label embeddings into a common latent space, where the class semantic relatedness between different modalities are effectively preserved. 2) A novel transductive framework is developed for alleviating the domain shift problem in ZSL by formulating the class prediction step in an iterative refining process, in which the domain shift is gradually adapted by retraining a powerful classification model with highly reliable unseen instances. Experimental results show that the proposed transductive strategy can significantly improve the inductive classification model and outperform the state-of-the-art related approaches. The remaining sections are organized as follows. Section II describes the related work. Section III presents the proposed general dictionary model for achieving the cross-modal knowledge transfer and the transductive framework for addressing the domain shift problem in ZSL. Section IV provides extensive experiments and evaluations, followed by the conclusion in Section V.
II. RELATED WORK

A. Knowledge Transfer for ZSL
The key idea of ZSL is transferring the knowledge from the seen domain to the unseen one. It relies on constructing a label semantic embedding space where each class can be represented as a vector and the semantic relationships among all classes can be precisely characterized. The most common label embeddings include visual attributes [1] , [2] , [45] , word vectors [16] , [26] , and knowledge mined from the Web [24] , [46] . Visual attributes are a list of manually specified properties for categories, such as color, shape and presence or absence of a certain body part, which are shared across both seen and unseen classes. In contrast, semantic word vectors are obtained from a large text corpus in an unsupervised way. With a language model, such as word2vec [44] and Glove [47] , each class name is embedded into the word vector space, where the class semantic information is defined. Given such label semantic embeddings, the existing approaches of ZSL focus on bridging the class semantic relationships between the instances and the categories with the help of label semantic embeddings. One of the pioneering studies is [1] , in which two probabilistic paradigms are proposed, i.e., directed attribute prediction (DAP) and indirected attribute prediction (IAP). DAP takes advantage of the class attributes as the middle layer between the input images and the output class labels. However, in IAP model, the seen classes are taken as the middle layer to connect the visual instances and the unseen classes, where the semantic relationships between seen classes and unseen classes are defined by their corresponding attributes.
Considering that the visual instances and label embeddings are embedded in different spaces, recent work addresses ZSL by exploring the semantic relationships between the visual instances and the label embeddings, which has been widely explored in two ways. 1) Learning a direct projection function by regressing from image feature space to the label embedding space with regressors [6] or neural networks [25] .
2) Projecting the visual features and label embeddings into a latent space, such as CCA [21] . Instead of learning two different mapping functions for image feature space and label embedding space, SJE [2] and DeViSE [26] combined the visual features and label embeddings into a bilinear model to represent the compatibility scores of different modalities and employ a ranking objective to enforce the correct class labels to be ranked higher than any of the other class labels. In order to improve the compatibility learning framework, Xian et al. [3] introduced a list of latent variables to learn a collection of mappings with the selection of the latent variable to match the current image-class pair. Taking the class labels into consideration, Romera-Paredes and Torr [5] proposed a simpler but more efficient method that associates the visual feature, label embedding and class label into an joint model. As an extension of [5] , Qiao et al. [16] proposed an 2,1 -norm-based objective function which can simultaneously suppress the noisy signal in the textual representation and learn a function to match the textual semantic vectors and visual features.
Instead of projecting the visual features into the label embedding space, Shigeto et al. [17] showed that mapping label semantic vectors into the image feature space is desirable to suppress the emergence of hubs in the subsequent nearest neighbor search step. Analogously, Kodirov et al. [15] employed a dictionary learning scheme in which class attributes are considered to be coding coefficients which are used to reconstruct the visual instances. Based on the dictionary learning, Zhang and Saligrama [19] proposed a latent probabilistic model to simultaneously project both visual features and label embeddings into different latent spaces, and then learn a cross-domain similarity matrix for matching different modalities.
B. Adaptation for Domain Shift Problem
Domain shift problem is a common issue in the situations where there are a lot training data in one domain but little to none in another. Traditional domain adaptation approaches are derived for both with [35] , [43] and without [36] requiring label information of the target domain. Since the label information of the unseen domain are not available in ZSL, thus the supervised domain adaptation approaches are not applicable for ZSL. Besides, different from the traditional domain shift problem [32] , [33] , the domain shift issue in ZSL is mainly due to the disjointness of the seen classes and unseen classes rather than the feature distribution shift. Recently, several work has proposed for mitigating domain shift problem in ZSL with methods ranging from subspace aligning [21] , data augmentation [10] , [41] , and self-training [37] to hubness correction [11] . Transductive ZSL was first considered by Fu et al. [40] , in which the unseen data attribute distribution is exploited by averaging the label prototype's k-nearest neighbors. In [42] , the domain shift problem was addressed by transductive multiview hypergraph label propagation (TMV-HLP), in which the manifold structure of the unseen data is exploited to compensate for the impoverished supervision available from the sparse semantic vector. By using graph-based label propagation to exploit the manifold structure of the unseen data, Rohrbach et al. [12] proposed a more elaborate transductive strategy for domain shift problem in ZSL. Different from these approaches, Xu et al. [38] proposed a data augmentation strategy by mitigating any available auxiliary dataset to the labeled seen data for training a general model for unseen data. Selftraining adaptation [38] , [39] was a post-processing technique, which is based on adjusting the latent embeddings of unseen classes according to the distribution of all the test instance projections in the latent subspace. References [22] and [23] are two approaches that use expectation-maximization algorithm to optimize the distribution of the unseen data. Specifically, Shojaee and Baghshah [22] explored the unseen data structure with a clustering-based method, while Zhao et al. [23] gradually estimated data distribution of unseen classes with Gaussian mixture model.
III. PROPOSED MODEL
In this section, we focus on learning a specific classification model for recognizing the unlabeled unseen data. It consists of two parts.
1) A general dictionary model is learned with the labeled seen data for initially predicting the unseen data, in which the semantic relatedness between different modalities are preserved by projecting the image features and label embeddings into a common latent space. 2) A transductive framework is presented for mitigating domain shift problem in ZSL by formulating the prediction step in an iterative refining process, where the classification capacity is progressively reinforced through bootstrapping-based model updating over highly reliable instances.
A. Notations
Suppose that we collect m labeled instances from M seen classes for training, and each class is associated with a vector embedded in the label embedding space. Denote X s = [x s 1 , . . . , x s m ] ∈ R p×m as the instances available at training stage, where p is the dimensionality of the image feature. And we use Y s ∈ {−1, 1} m×M and A s ∈ R q×M to denote the corresponding ground truth label matrix and label embedding matrix for seen data, respectively. Here, each column of A s represents a label embedding vector, and q is the dimensionality of the class label embedding. At testing stage, we are given n instances X t = [x t 1 , . . . , x t n ] ∈ R p×n from N unseen classes, which are disjoint from seen classes. Each unseen class is also associated with a label embedding vector. Table I shows the main notations used here in after.
B. Joint Embedding Dictionary Model
For the labeled seen data, conventional dictionary learning models [27] , [28] , [30] , [31] aim at learning an effective data representation model from the input data X s for classification tasks by exploiting the class label discriminative information of labeled data. Most existing dictionary learning approaches 
where λ is a weight parameter, Y s denotes the class label matrix of the instances from input data matrix X s , D s is the dictionary matrix to be learned, C s is the representative coding matrix of X s over D s , and W = [w 1 , . . . , w M ] is the classification matrix for seen classes, w i is the classifier for
F is the reconstruction error term ensuring the representative ability of D s , · F denotes the matrix Frobenious norm, and (W, C s , Y s ) is a discriminative function, which ensures the discriminative ability of C s .
With (1), the shared dictionary matrix and classification matrix can be trained with labeled seen classes. However, no labeled data are available for unseen classes such that the classification parameters for unseen classes cannot be obtained directly. We thereby need to transfer the knowledge exploited from the labeled seen domain to the unseen domain. As previous work has indicated that the properties of a class can be well characterized by its corresponding label embedding, thus it is reasonable to assume that the classifier of a class can be derived from its label embedding. Thus, we replace the classification model w with: Va, where a is the label embedding and V is the compatibility matrix shared both seen and unseen classes. Intuitively, the compatibility matrix aligns the semantic consistency between the visual instances and the label embeddings. Once obtaining the compatibility matrix V, the classification parameter w i for unseen class i can be obtained by w i = Va i . w i can be seen as the representation of the label embedding a i in the latent embedding space and its Euclidean norm must be controlled so that all the representations of the label embeddings have a similar Euclidean norm. This allows fair comparisons between the prototypes in the latent embedding space, and prevents problems that stem from highly unbalanced training sets. To this end, the remaining problem is to learn the compatibility matrix with the labeled seen data. Based on this idea, we propose to learn such a compatibility matrix together with the seen dictionary matrix. Formally, we get the joint embedding dictionary model (JEDM) for ZSL
where α and β are two parameters to tradeoff different terms, which can be determined via the cross-validation (CV). The first term of (2) is the reconstruction error, which compresses the visual features in a more representative latent space, and the second term incorporates the latent features, label embeddings and class labels into a joint framework for preserving the semantic relatedness across different modalities. By enforcing the visual latent features being close to the corresponding label embeddings while be far away from that of the other classes, this term is subject to exploit the semantic discriminant information across different modalities. The last term is a regularizer term.
We next introduce the optimization process to solve the objective function in (2) . Equation (2) is not convex for D s , C s , and V simultaneously but is convex for each of them individually. Therefore, the optimization can be done alternatively between the following two steps.
1) Fix D s , V and solve for C s
This subproblem is a standard least square problem; so we take the derivative of (3) with respect to C s and make it equal to zero, which has the following closed-form solution:
2) Fix C s and solve V and D s . Since V and D s are independent, thus they can be solved separately
The closed-form solutions of V can be obtained as
The optimal D s can be obtained by introducing a variable R arg min
And the solution of (7) can be obtained by the alternating direction method of multipliers (ADMMs) algorithm. In each iterative step, C s and V are obtained with closedform solutions and the optimization of D s is obtained with the ADMM algorithm, which converges rapidly. The iterative step stops when the difference between the variations in two adjacent iterations is less than a threshold.
Once D * s and V * are obtained, the compatibility score s(x, a c ) of a test instance x over the unseen class c is estimated with
where a c is the label embedding of the cth unseen class and D * s V * a c is the approximate reconstructed prototype of the label embedding a c in the visual space. The compatibility score s(x, a c ) is obtained with the inner product of the visual representation x and the approximate reconstructed prototype of the label embedding a c . Thus, ZSL is achieved by resorting to the largest compatibility score with respect to the unseen label embeddings
C. Self-Labeled Strategy
Like most inductive ZSL approaches, the classification model which is learned only with the labeled seen data will generalize poorly on the unseen data due to that the class distribution of the seen domain is different from that of the unseen domain. To address this domain shift problem, we formulate the prediction step of ZSL in an iterative refining process, in which each iteration alternates between two paradigms, learning-to-predict and predicting-to-learn. With the model learned with the labeled seen data, the labels of the unseen data are previously predicted. This is the first learningto-predict paradigm. Considering that the instances that have higher compatibility scores are more reliable to be correctly predicted, it is reasonable to annotate these reliable instances as labeled data for unseen classes. With these feedback reliable instances, the unseen-specific model is retrained for the subsequent prediction step. This is a predicting-to-learn paradigm. Repeat this precess, the domain shift is progressively adapted in a confident way. The remaining problem is how to select reliable instances from unseen data. In this paper, we introduce a simple strategy to select instances from unseen data as labeled data. Specifically, for each unseen class, the test instances can be ranked according to the compatibility scores over their corresponding predicted unseen class. We then set a self-labeled rate δ to annotate the reliable instances as labeled data. For example, suppose that n i instances are predicted into the unseen class y i , [n i × δ] instances are selected according to their ranking scores to the corresponding class, [·] is the rounding operation. Clearly, the self-labeled strategy is under a transductive setting.
It should be noted that the self-labeled strategy can be seamlessly integrated into the various existing ZSL approaches. As shown in Fig. 2 , the seen data are used for learning a previously classification model for initially predicting the unseen data, and then an iterative strategy is used for refining the learned model. At each iteration, only reliable instances from the unseen data are selected for refining the classification model. As more instances are selected, a powerful specific model is learned for unseen classes. In the training stage, a ZSL model is trained for S , which is used to initialize the unseen model T . In the testing stage, the labels of the unseen data are predicted by the unseen model T . Then the instances whose labels are reliablely predicted are selected as self-labeled data for refining the unseen model T with a ZSL method. The self-labeled process stops until all unseen data are selected.
D. Transductive Self-Training Dictionary Model
By integrating the self-labeled strategy into the previously proposed JEDM, we obtain the final transductive self-training dictionary (TSTD) model. For the first learning-to-predict paradigm, the class labels of unseen data are previously predicted with the proposed JEDM. And then the classification model is retrained by the unseen data themselves. In each predicting-to-learn paradigm, two baselines are introduced to ensure that the refined model is more suitable for unseen classes. The first one is that the current learned dictionary model D t is close to the previously optimal one D * . Since the previously learned model is used to align different spaces, the currently learned model should refine the previous one by a fine step rather than adjusting with a large range. The other one is that the learned model ensures that the latent embeddings of the self-labeled instances are close to their predicted label prototypes in the latent space. Thus the objective function is defined as follows:
where X is the collected set which contains the selected selflabeled instances and V * is the previous learned compatibility matrix shared both seen domain and unseen domain. D t is the currently learned dictionary matrix for unseen classes, C is the latent embeddings of the self-labeled instances, and A is the predicted label embedding matrix that self-labeled instances correspond to. Since each unseen class is associated with a label semantic vector, A is easily inferred by the predicted class labels. λ and μ are tradeoff parameters. In our model, the latent embeddings of the input unseen data are enforced to be close to their corresponding predicted classes' label latent embedding in the common latent space, i.e., In the following, we design an alternating optimization method to solve (10) . When D t is fixed, the optimization problem becomes
which leads to a closed-form solution
With the fixed C, the optimal D * t can be easily solved by
This is a standard least squares problem, and we have the optimization solution
With the currently learned dictionary matrix D * t , the unseen data are revisited with (9) . With the latest predicted results, we enlarge the self-labeled rate δ to incorporate more reliable instances for training. Repeat this refining process until all the unseen data are selected. Specifically, the values of selflabeled rate δ are successively selected from {0.4, 0.6, 0.8, 1} in our experiments. The TSTD process is summarized in Algorithm 1.
E. Further Analysis
With the learned dictionary matrix D * s and the compatibility matrix V * from the seen data, the unseen instances and the label embeddings of unseen classes can be embedded into a latent space together. We visualize them with t-SNE approach, as illustrated in Fig. 3 . We can observe that the projections of most visual instances from the same class are distributed around the corresponding class prototypes in the latent space. It is easy to conclude that the instances that are close to the corresponding class semantic prototypes tend to be classified correctly. In contrast, the instances that are farther away from the corresponding class prototypes tend to be classified into the wrong classes. Thus it is natural to annotate the instances that are close to the corresponding class prototypes as labeled data, which eliminates the issue that no training samples are available for unseen classes. Fixing the prototypes of unseen classes, the embeddings of unseen instances are gradually adjusted by retraining the embedding function with the reliable instances, and thus the domain shift issue in ZSL alleviates. The mechanism of the proposed transductive strategy is borrowing the knowledge from the seen classes to teach unseen data, and then learning a specific model with the unseen data by themselves in a word.
1) Convergence: The optimization problem in (2) is a biconvex problem of {C s , (D s , V)}, e.g., when C s is fixed, the optimization problem is convex for D s and V, which are solved separately, and when D s and V are fixed, the optimization problem is convex for C s . The optimization process is actually an alternate convex search algorithm of which the convergence of such a problem has been intensively studied in [13] . According to [13, Th. 4.5] , the sequence of function value {f (C s , (D s , V) )} generated by our JEDM algorithm is monotonically decreasing and is bounded from below 0, i.e., {f (C s , (D s , V) )} ≥ 0, the optimization procedure of our JEDM is guaranteed to converge.
We conduct empirical study on the convergence property using animal with attribute (AwA) with attributes as label semantic vectors. We set the hype-parameters α and β both as 0.1. As Fig. 4 shows, the cost function of JEDM descends dramatically and converges with only 10 iterations, which clearly indicates the efficiency of the proposed JEDM.
IV. EXPERIMENTS
In this section, we do a set of experiments to demonstrate the superiority of the proposed approaches. First, we detail the datasets and settings for the experiments, and then compare the proposed JEDM with the state-of-the-art inductive ZSL approaches, followed by the comparison of TSTD with the state-of-the-art transductive ZSL approaches. Then, the effectiveness of the proposed self-training strategy is evaluated. Subsequently, we evaluate the impacts of the hyper-parameters in the proposed model, followed by an analysis of the impacts of training classes and training instances. Finally, we give a computational analysis of the proposed model.
A. Datasets and Settings 1) Datasets:
To evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed approaches, we conduct extensive experiments on four benchmark datasets. 1) AwA [1] consists of 30 475 animal images from 50 different classes, and each class is associated with a 85-D attribute vector. 2) Caltech-UCSD Bird2011 (CUB) [48] is a fine-grained dataset which contains 11 788 images from 200 bird subspecies, and a 312-D attribute vector is provided for each class. 3) aPascal-aYahoo (aPY) [6] is a combined dataset of aPascal and aYahoo, which contains 2644 images from 32 classes. Each image is annotated by 64 binary attributes.
To represent each class with an attribute vector, we average the attributes of the images in each class. 4) SUN Attribute [49] contains 717 scene categories annotated by 102 attributes, and each class has 20 images. For the seen/unseen class split, we use the standard 40/10 split setting for AwA dataset [1] . For CUB dataset, we follow the same 150/50 split in [2] . For aPY, the aPascal is used as the seen data, and the aYahoo is used as the unseen data. And for SUN dataset, we use 707 classes as the seen domain and 10 classes as the unseen domain, the same as that in [19] . The statistics for the four datasets are shown in Table II .
2) Visual Representation: In our experiments, we use the vgg-verydeep-19 (denoted as VGG for short) features provided by those datasets for representing the visual instances.
3) Label Semantic Embedding: In this paper, we explore the visual attributes and word vectors as label embedding space for AwA and CUB datasets. Meanwhile, only visual attributes are used for aPY and SUN dataset to be comparable with the existing practices in the literature.
There are four hyper-parameters α, β, λ, and μ in our proposed TSTD, α and β are two parameters in the JEDM and λ and μ are in the refining model. We select their best values with a fivefold CV strategy, where 20% of the seen classes are held out for validation and the remaining for training. Once the parameters are fixed, all seen classes are then trained together for the final model. All the parameters are selected from {0.01, 0.1, 1, 10, 100}. In all the experiments, the classification performances are evaluated with the average per-class top-1 accuracy.
B. Comparative Results of JEDM
In order to evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed JEDM, we conduct two experiments according to the types of label embedding space.
We first take attributes as semantic vectors for classes. For the consideration of fairness, we select six inductive state-ofthe-art approaches for comparison. These approaches all take VGG features as visual representations. The results of the comparative methods are all from the original papers except [5] , which is obtained with the published codes under the same setting as ours. The results are summarized in Table III. From  Table III , we can observe that JEDM is comparable with the state-of-the-art approaches. More specifically, our JEDM achieves best on the CUB and SUN datasets and achieves competitive performance on AwA and aPY datasets. In the second experiment, the word vector space is taken as the label embedding space. Thanks to the recent advances in unsupervised neural language modeling [44] , [47] , each word in a text corpus can be effectively embedded in a textual semantic space, where each word is represented as a semantic multidimensional vector. Specifically, we use word2vector model [44] to train a skip-gram language model on the latest Wikipedia corpus to extract 1000-D word vector for each class name from AwA and CUB datasets. Four word vector-based approaches are selected for comparison, as illustrated in Table IV. From the  TABLE III  COMPARISON RESULTS OF DIFFERENT APPROACHES ON DIFFERENT  DATASETS WITH ATTRIBUTES (IN %).  § INDICATES THE METHOD OF  WHICH THE CLASSIFICATION PERFORMANCES ARE OBTAINED BY  OURSELVES. WE REPORT THE BEST PERFORMANCE AFTER  TUNING THE PARAMETERS IN THEIR MODELS   TABLE IV  COMPARISON RESULTS results, we can find that JEDM has an impressive improvement in AwA dataset. Specially, JEDM outperforms CCA [29] , SJE [2] , LatEm [3] , and ESZSL [5] in 8.1%, 22.5%, 12.6%, and 6.3% gains, respectively. Meanwhile, it also achieves a competitive result in CUB dataset, which is only 0.5% lower than that of the previous best reported LatEm [3] .
C. Comparison Results of TSTD
We also compare our TSTD approach with six stateof-the-art transductive ZSL approaches. Table V shows the comparison results. We can observe that the proposed TSTD achieves best on three of four datasets. Specifically, the proposed TSTD achieves 92.2% classification accuracy on AwA dataset with attribute, which outperforms [15] , [22] , [34] , [39] , [42] , and [23] in 11.7%, 13.7%, 16.6%, 4.3%, 3.6%, and 4.8% gains, respectively. On CUB dataset, TSTD achieves 59.5% classification accuracy, which is slightly lower than [23] . On aPY and SUN datasets, TSTD has 8.3% and 2.3% improvement than the runner-up [22] . Specifically, TMV-HLP and SMS are two transductive methods that integrate the seen data and unseen data together for training a general model for all classes. And Shojaee and Baghshah [22] and Wang and Chen [39] explored the label information of unseen data with an unsupervised cluster-based approach. Zhao et al. [23] gradually estimated data distribution of unseen classes with Gaussian mixture model. However, Kodirov et al. [15] and our self-training strategy focused on retraining a suitable model for unseen classes. The main difference between these two strategies is that [15] uses an unsupervised model to exploit the structure information of the unseen domain while ours relies on a bootstrapping-based model updating over highly reliable instances to progressively reinforce the classification capacity. 
D. Evaluation of Self-Training Strategy
In this section, we conduct a set of experiments on AwA and CUB datasets to demonstrate the generality and the effectiveness of the proposed self-training strategy. In specific, two typical ZSL approaches are selected for being integrated with the self-training strategy. These approaches are CCA and ESZSL, both of which have a closed-form solution. For descriptive convenience, we add a postfix -ST to the name of the approaches for representing the corresponding approaches with the self-training strategy. Specifically, the approach that JEDM integrates self-training strategy is called TSTD in this paper. In implementation, the baselines introduced in TSTD are also suitable for CCA-ST and ESZSL-ST. The comparative results are provided in Table VI .
From the results, we can observe that the proposed transductive self-training strategy cannot only improve the performance of the proposed JEDM with a large margin, but also boost other approaches substantially on different datasets with different semantic vectors. Specifically, on AwA dataset, the transductive self-training strategy helps JEDM improve 14.5% and 18.9% in gains with attribute and word vector as label embedding space, respectively. It should be noted that TSTD achieves 92.6% classification accuracy on AwA dataset with word vector as semantic space, which is even better than those attribute-based approaches. In contrast to AwA dataset, the improvement range of the transductive self-training strategy is smaller on CUB dataset. The reason is that the CUB dataset is a fine-grained dataset and its classification performance of JEDM is much lower than that of AwA dataset, such that the self-labeled set contains many fake instances that may spoil the classification model. Even so, the proposed transductive self-training strategy helps JEDM improve 3.8% and 2.6% absolute percentage points with visual attribute and word vector as semantic space, respectively.
E. Evaluations of Hyper-Parameters
In order to evaluate the influences of the hyper-parameters, we design a set of experiments as the following. Since α and β, and λ and μ are in different objective functions, their influences are evaluated separately. In the first experiment, we evaluate the impacts of hyper-parameters α and β. Fig. 5(a) and (b) shows the effect of varying them with attributes and word vectors on AwA dataset. We can find that the classification performances are robust to the variations of α and β. And Fig. 5(c) and (d) shows the experimental performances on CUB dataset. From the observations, the curves have a similar trend with different semantic spaces on different datasets and achieve their peaks on all cases when α = 0.1 and β = 0.01. Besides, the performances have a similar trend against the variations of α and β on aPY and SUN datasets. Thus, we set α = 0.1 and β = 0.01 for all datasets. In the second experiment, we evaluate the influence of the hyperparameters λ and μ. Fig. 6 shows the performance of varying the values of λ and μ with attribute and word vector on AwA dataset. It can be observed that the curves have a similar trend with different semantic spaces on AwA dataset and achieve their peaks on both cases when λ = 100 and μ = 100. Besides, the performance on the other three datasets have a similar trend with that in AwA dataset. Thus, we set λ = 100, μ = 100 for all experiments. We next try to examine the stability of the proposed approach with respect to the dimensionality of the latent embedding space. We first set the dimensionality of the latent embedding space as 100 and vary the dimensionality from 100 to 500 in intervals of 100. Fig. 7 shows the experimental performances with different dimensionalities. We observe that the performances are not very sensitive to the changes of dimensionality on all datasets within a relatively wide range. Thus, the performance of the proposed approach is robust against the selection of the dimensionality. In the experiment, we set 100 as the dimensionality of latent embedding space.
At last, we conduct a set of experiments to evaluate the influences of self-labeled rate δ to the maturity of the learned model. As illustrated in Fig. 8 , we can observe that the performances increase steadily with the increase of δ. This indicates that with the increase of δ, more correct self-labeled instances are selected for refining the classification model, thus the classification capacity is progressively reinforced. In contrary, on CUB dataset, the performances achieve their peaks when δ = 0.6 with both attributes and word vector. And the performances decrease with increase of δ. This is due to the classification performances on CUB unseen data with the learned model are poor, and thus with increase of δ, more false instances are selected as self-labeled data, which may spoil the learned model.
F. Evaluations of the Training Class Number
To evaluate how the number of training classes and training instances affect the performances of the proposed JEDM on unseen classes, we do a set experiments on AwA and CUB datasets in the next section. For AwA dataset, we varied the number of training classes from 5 to 40 in intervals of 5. For CUB dataset, the training classes are randomly selected All the experiments are performed ten trials and the mean value and standard deviation are reported. As illustrated in Fig. 9 , we can observe that the performances improve steadily with the increase of the training classes on both AwA and CUB datasets. It is remarkable that the curves tend to be plateaus with the increase of the training classes, possibly because the learned dictionary matrix to be overcomplete and the margin of improvement tends to be small. Besides, we also observe that JEDM achieves satisfied performances when the number of the training classes is as the same level as the number of the testing classes (10 for AwA and 50 for CUB), which indicates the robustness of the proposed JEDM. When the numbers of the training classes are extremely small, the performances drop dramatically. This is because the training classes provide little connections between the seen classes and unseen ones which makes the learned dictionary matrix hard to transfer the semantic information.
G. Computation Cost
In this section, we analyze the computational cost of the proposed approaches. It is worth noting that the operation of TSTD mostly comes from matrix multiplication, which can greatly accelerate the training process. While the computation cost of JEDM mainly comes from the optimization of updating the dictionary matrix (D s ) since the operation of updating V and C s are matrix multiplication. The computational complexity of the optimization of updating D s of (7) is about O(Td 3 ), where T is the number of iterations of ADMM and d is the dimensionality of the visual instance. In order to speed up the optimization procedure, we reduce the dimensionality of the visual instance from 4096 to 200 with principle component analysis in advance. Table VII tabulates the computation costs of JEDM on four datasets, which shows very high efficiency of JEDM. Specifically, JEDM costs less than 1 min for training on four datasets. The experiments are implemented with MATLAB on a desktop with an Intel Core i7-4790K processor and 32-GB RAM.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we proposed a bidirectional mapping-based scheme to address ZSL. It formulates the semantic interactions between image feature space and label embedding space in a general dictionary model by simultaneously projecting the image features and label embeddings into a common latent space. The experimental results demonstrated that the proposed approach achieves the state-of-the-art performance on four benchmark datasets. To alleviate the domain shift problem in ZSL, we further proposed a transductive learning framework that formulates ZSL in two paradigms, where the labeled seen data are used to transfer the knowledge to unseen data, and the unlabel unseen data are used to gradually learn a more powerful model by themselves. In this way, the classification capacity is progressively reinforced through bootstrapping-based model updating over highly reliable unseen instances. The experimental results demonstrated that the proposed transductive strategy significantly improves the classification performance of the existing inductive methods with a large margin. And the proposed transductive approach achieves the state-of-the-art performance on four benchmark datasets.
